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Abstract
The requirements engineering phase of software development projects is characterised by the
intensity and importance of communication activities. During this phase, the various stakeholders
must be able to communicate their requirements to the analysts, and the analysts need to be able to
communicate the specifications they generate back to the stakeholders for validation. This paper
describes a field investigation into the problems of communication between disparate communities
involved in the requirements specification activities. The results of this study are discussed in terms
of their relation to three major communication barriers : 1) ineffectiveness of the current
communication channels; 2) restrictions on expressiveness.ira .posed. by notations; and 3) social and
organisational barriers. The results confLrrn that orgamsataonal and social issues have great
influence on the effectiveness of ctmamunication. They also show that in general, endusers find the
notations used by software practitioners to model their requirements difficult to understand and
validate.
1. Introduction
Requirements specifications are based on domain knowledge be it technical, functional,
administrative or social. Ideally, the requirements team members are selectively recruited so that
both the levels and distribution of knowledge within the team cover all aspects of the domain.
However, this is seldom the case because of knowledge shortfalls such as the thin spread of
application domain knowledge in most organisations [Curtis, Krasner & Iscoe 1988]. In general,
individual members do not have all the knowledge required for the project and must acquire
additional information before accomplishing productive work [Walz et.al. 1993]. Knowledge
acquisition and sharing can only be achieved through effective ctmamunication between the various
stakeholders.
It is widely recognised that c.xxnmunication problems are a major factor in the delay and failure
of software projects [Curtis et.al. 1988]. This is especially true of "socio-teehnical" software
systems, which must exist in a complex organisational setting. The organisational domains into
which such software is introduced are often too intricate and fluid to be fully understood. Hence
requirements descriptions are necessarily uncertain. Furthermore, the specification docmrw.ntation
may be so large that no member of the software team has read it all. In this situation,
misunderstandings and conflicting views are fife.
There have been a number of field studies into software engineering in general and
requirements engineering in particular [Curtis 1990]. Our study differs from previous field
investigations in that it focuses on the communication characteristics of the requirements
engineering process. Moreover, our investigation not only utilised the experience of software
engineering practitioner, it also reflects the views and experiences of endusers based on their recent
software procurement projects. The domain of our study was the requirements engineering phase
of fully customised software systems development projects. The field study was conducted in two
stages using two data gathering methods (interviews and questionnaires).
The research method is described in section 2. Section 3 describes the communication
difficulties and their causes. These include difficulties caused by the nature of software enginee_g
notations and methodologies as well as communication barriers caused by social and organisational
factors. Each sub-section is supported by results from this field study with reference to the relevant
literature. Section 4 concludes the paper with a discussion of these findings and their implications
on professional software engineering, outlining some future rcse_ch questions.
2. Research Method
A combination of learning, data gathering and analysis techniques were applied to investigate the
communication problems, their causes and consequences. The two principle sources of
information were the Literature and the empirical study. The ever growing literature on software
engineering in general and requirements engineering in particular was surveyed to gather
information about the software development problems, especially those that occur in the early
phases, and the son of tools and techniques that were or are being developed to overcome these
problems. A cross section of social science and computer supported co-operative work (CSCW)
literature was also surveyed to help in the analysis of the empirical results and reasoning about the
possible causes and consequences of communication difficulties.
2.1 Empirical Work
The aim of the empirical part of this research is to provide material for hypotheses, to aid the
identification and reasoning about the communication difficulties and their causes and
consequences. Although there are inherent complexities in c_nbining qualitative and quantitative
methods, it was decided that such an empirical base was essential to avoid unsupported assertions.
The empirical work was carried out in two stages. The first, consisted of informal interviews
and observations to establish some knowledge about practices and methodologies of both
developers and their customers. These interviews concentrated mainly on the communication
channels between agents participating in any software development project, as well as on the
problems that can be attributed to the ineffectiveness of those communication channels. Other
management and technical issues were also discussed. Most of these interviews were taped for
further analysis and reference. The second stage of our empirical work was based on two
questionnaires; one for clients (or endusers of the software) and one for the software developers.
These questionnaires were designed to get a quantitative evaluation for the various aspects of the
communication activities during RE.
To ensure representative coverage our subjects included users and developers of various levels
of experiences, qualifications and backgrounds. The users included some who had just had a
software system installed and some with an ongoing project. Their experience with computers
ranged from absolute computer illiteracy to qualified experts. The developers were all involved in
either developing a new software system or maintaining an existing one. Some were also involved
in the provision of hardware systems. Their working area covered all as.pects of software
development from requirements gathering through to maintenance, as weft as project management.
In order to utilise the experience of software engineering practitioners as well as the software
system procurement experience of their clients, it was necessary to produce two separate
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questionnaires;developersquestionnaireand clients questionnaire. The former concentrate on the
collective experience of practitioners involved in the requirements specification and interpretation.
The latter was targeted at endusers who use a new customised software system regardless of their
involvement in its development. Another reason for separating the two questionnaires was the
technical gap between the two main communities of developers and endusers. Table 1 shows the
interviews sample and the questionnaires responses. Targeting the questionnaires was very
difficult. We relied on personal contacts plus some commercial directories. We asked the recipients
of the questionnaires to pass them to the appropriate people. Questionnaires were sent to over 50
companies in the UK and Oman. Responses represent a cross-section of the c,¢mapanies that were
targeted.
Interviews Sample
Size
Questionnaires
Responses
Developers
(softwarepractitioners)
6
37
Clients
(endusers of the software)
5
32
(18 Participating&
14 Non-participating)
Table 1: Interviews sample size and questionnaires responses.
The interviews showed that practitioners, no matter how experienced, found it easier to be
precise about facts and procedures than about opinions and judgements. Therefore we could not
simply ask for direct judgements for each of our hypothesis. Instead, each hypothesis was tested in
terms of its outward effects and indicators. Most of these turned out to be multi-dimentional and
thus had to be measured through more than one indicator. For example, the effect of organisational
power was multi-dimentional in that it governs both the choice participants and their working
procedures.Ithad to be testedin two separatequestionseach of which had a number of variable
answers. In order to get a value for the strength of feeling for each indicator, we employed a Liken
Scale method, also known as Semantic differential [Frankfort-Nachmiais & Nachmiais, 1992].
For each variable we used one to five values of strength in relation to the other variables within the
same question.
3. Communication Difficulties
Large software projects suffer serious breakdowns in co-ordination and communication throughout
the their development life cycle. In this section we present some of the causes for the breakdown of
conamunication during the requirements engineering phase of software development projects.
3.1 One Way Communication Channels
In many ways, software engineering methodologies are communication methodologies. Much
emphasis is placed on the notations used to convey information both within the development team
and with the various stakeholders. Ideally, the channels of communication between these various
communities would be perfect, so that all knowledge is shared. In practice, it is expensive and
time-consuming to support extensive communication between the communities, and the channels
are restricted to one way communication in the form of specification documents. Curtis et. al.
[1988] observed that documentation is ineffective for communication, as it does not help resolve
misunderstandings.
Nevertheless, an implicit "over-the-wall" model exists in most software development projects:
at each stage in the project, a specification is thrown over a wall to the next team who are waiting to
proceed with the next phase. The metaphorical wall is sometimes encouraged by management
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practices, but more often is merely a result of the practicalities of co-ordinating a large team. The
results of this study showed that specification documents are still the most common format in
which analysts communicate requirements back to their clients for validation (see figure 1).
Client's Questionnaire/Q25: In what format do did you get the anal),st's
interpretation of your requirements?
Natural
Language
Discussions
16%
Formal
specification
documents44%
kdorm=a
combinationof
documentsand
dP-_oJssiofls
24%
Informal
specification
documents 16%
Figure 1: The formats in which requirements are communicated.
There are two standard approaches to this problem. The first emphasises the development of
better (richer) notations, and effective use of electronic repositories. The second emphasises the
importance of contact between the development team and other stakeholders, and has given rise to
practices such as end-user participation and ethnographic techniques. Each of _ approaches has
its own set of problems, and neither directly addresses the question of facilitating appropriate and
effective communication over restricted channels. Our study showed that practitioners find it easier
to adapt a compromise of the two approaches by enriching notations with natural language
descriptions and by utilising the personal contact of face-to-face discussions (see results in section
3.2).
Moreover, standardsoftware development cyclesrelyheavilyon documentation as an exit
condition in moving from stage to stage. Documents are also used as the media for communicating
ideas. Consequently, a colossal amount of paper work is generated. The nature, the domain
complexity, the variety of methods and notations and the interdependency of partial requirement
make it very difficult to establish total consistency. For example, we found that the recipient of the
services provided by one of the enduser organisations was referred to as client, customer,
applicant, candidate and land owner by different participants who contributed to the production of
the specification documents. All these names were used to describe the same entity. The names
used reflected the concern of each stakeholder.
3.2 The Notations War
While programmers, software engineers and analysts are happy talking about the system in terms
of it procedures and data structures, endusers prefer to talk about the systm'n in terms of its general
behaviour, functionality and applications. The different communities involved in the specification
process prefer different types of notation, and various people will be unfamiliar with various
notations. For example, a user will not want to learn to read formal specification languages, but the
programmer may require these to obtain an appropriate level of detail.
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It is often the analyst's responsibility to choose the notations that will best describe the system
for each interest group. Thereafter, the chosen notations are used to explain the system differently
to each group. In doing so, the analyst combines the notations with other explanation techniques,
to make notations easier to read and understand. The choice of the explanatory tools utilised by the
analysts and the extent to which they are needed depend on the notation used and the audience's
familiarity with the notation.
Typically, two types of knowledge are used as a high level framework to anchor detailed
knowledge: the control flow information, which might be represented by specialised notations such
as pseudo code and flowcharts, and data structure information, which might be represented using
diagrams or a textual description [Shneiderman, 1982]. Some software programs such as the
traditional numerical analysis systems have complex control structure with relatively simple data
structures. On the other hand, traditional commercial applications have complex data structures
with relatively simple control flow. Sheppard, Kruesi and Curtis [1981], conducted an exporiment
to compare comprehension with nine forms of program description including natural language, a
program design language, flowcharts and hierarchical diagrams. They found different results for
different types of questions, but no particular style appeared to dominate. However, in their study
of program coding from the nine notations, Sheppard and Kruesi [1981], found that the program
designlanguage and theflowchartsdiagrams were more helpfulthan naturallanguagedescriptions.
Regardlessof thcchosen notations,most usersexpresstheirrequirementsinnaturallanguage.
Then itis the job of the analyst to translaterequirements statements into some kind of
representationalobjectsina domain model. Once therequirementsarcmodcUed, theyarcpresented
toenduscrsforvalidation.At thisstagetheanalystsarefacedwith anothercommunication problem
when cndusers are not familiarwith the notationsused tomodel theirrequirements.On the other
hand, when analysts,under pressure to keep up with the project schedule,pass raw natural
language requirements to programmers, then time is wasted in trying to interpretthem. A
programmer we interviewedduringour empiricalstudycomplained thathe oftenhas toread large
amounts of textinorder to undcrstanda singlerequirement,which could have been represented
very conciselyusinga diagram or aformal notation.In one case hc had torcad over a page of text
to understandthe requirements fora screenlayoutfora particulardatabase form. This, he said,
could have been representedmore accuratelyby drawing a diagram which indicatethe required
dimensions ofeach sectionof thescreen.
When asked whcther theirclientsfindthe notationsthcyuse readable,only 4 devclopers(14%
of 35 developers who answered thisquestion) said that their notations are readable and
understandableto endusers,and 31 devclopers (86%) saidthattheircustomers would normally
need additionalexplanation in order to understand the notations in which requirements are
specified.In ordertoexamine theways inwhich thisadditionalinformationisprovided,wc asked
thosewho provided additionalinformationabout themethods they use.Figure2 shows theresults.
Wc can see from figure2 thatalmost halfof the respondents (15 out of 31) saidthatthey
'always'annotatethe notationswith naturallanguage.Around 40% (12)alsosaidthey often use
thismethod, around 10% (3)saidtheyseldom use itand only onc responded sayingtheynever use
thismethod. This makes 'annotatingthenotationswith naturallanguage'themost popularmethod
for making the requirements representationsreadable to endusers. The second most popular
method isprovidingface-to-facexplanationof the notations.However, around a third(10) of the
respondentssaidthatthcy 'never_go out of theirway tochoose a notationthatisreadableto their
clients as a practice that aims to aid the communication process. We can also see from figure 2 that
for every method, at least half the respondents use them 'always' or 'often'. This suggests that
most practitioners usually use one or more of theses methods. The choice of the explanatory
method utilised by the practitioner depends on the notation used and the clients' familiarity with the
notation.
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How often do you use each of the following methods to help clients understand the
representation of their requiremelus?
100%
60_-
40_
2O%
0%
i
Figure 2: Methods of providing additional explanation
3.3 Organisational Barriers
Organisational barriers that inhibit communication among development teams are often ignored.
For example, conventional software engineering practices divide the processes and tasks
performed by different groups into separate phases. This can inhibit effective and timely
communication between groups performing different tasks at different phases. For example, RE
activities and software design activities are often separated. That is, they are performed and
discussed by different sets of people. While RE meetings include both developers (usually
analysts) and enduser representatives, design review meetings are normally restricted to members
of the development team.
Within existing software development practices, design review meetings are used to mitigate
communication problems. Formally, these are used to pre-empt problems, by using senior
members of the project team to review evolving designs at various stages. This will involve
checking for common mistakes, and questioning the assumptions made by the designer. Meetings
are also used, usually informally, to respond to problems. Note that design review meetings do
not, as a rule, involve anyone outside the development team: meetings with clients are usually
stage-managed. The strength of design review meetings lie in their ability to exploit different
perspectives to spot things that the designer or programmer might have overlooked. During the
process, many of the assumptions held by members of the group will be explicitly tested. The
fresh perspectives are able to identify many of the blindness that a designer inevitably develops
when immersed in the design process. It also serves to clarify ambiguities in the specification
documents. However, Curtis [1990] observed that design meetings are often dominated by a small
number of individuals characterised by their deep understanding of the application dtxnain coupled
with the ability to a-an.slate application behaviour into computational structures. Consequently, the
less experienced individuals do not get equal opportunities to voice their ideas and concerns.
We found that the effects of organisational power start with the selection of the client
representatives who attend requirements meetings and go on to control what goes on in these
meetings. We presented the developers with a set of options for how they choose client
representatives, and asked them to give a value for how often they use each one. We present their
responses in figure 3.
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How do you choose the clients representatives for the requirements committee?
_oo5!
60_k .
!
m
"___._._
t_atcne_ dtm_ _x,_l_ m p_m
Figure 3: The basis for choosing client representatives for requirernemts committees.
We can see from the above results that software practitioners depend heavily on the client
authorities in selecting the requirements committee members to represent the client organisation.
Ideally, 'domain knowledge' would be the most important quality on which software practitioners
should base the choice of members. However when control is given to tl_ client's managers, the
choices can be based on a number of factors, many of which have more to do with other
commercial interests of the clients' business than with the software project. To confu-m this we
asked enduser who were selected to participate in the requirements specification process to indicate
why, in their opinion, they were chosen. We also asked those who did not participate to indicate
why they were not chosen. Figure 4 shows a shocking similarity between the responses to these
two questions.
Why do you think you were not chosen to
participate?
Lltr_ed
¢tarna_
Work nalurs_ edge 23%
31%
_:_- ._o_.
Lacko_ po_on _.
O0 mlL_J10_"
oxpononco
23%
Why do )x)u think you were chosen to
particip=e?
Dorrem
odgo 20%
Work nature
34%
o!
=u.,lhorlty 23%
CompUtW
oxponerce
23%
Figure 4: Endusers' opinions on the factors that affect their selection to participate.
We can also see from the above results that 'work nature' is the most decisive factor in the
selection of endusers for participating in the requirements specification process. This may sound
like the right thing to do, after all domain knowledge depends on the work nature. However the
interviews showed that managers, when selecting members of their staff, try to strike a balance
between allowing the software practitioners to talk to the right people and maintaining the smooth
running of the rest of the business. The results in figure 5 show the amount of interference to
business caused by the software procurement project. The amount of interference reported by the
participating end-users was less than expected. An explanation for this is that the choice of
participants is made in such a way as to minimise interference. This in turn suggests that the
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smooth running of the clients organisation is given greater priority than the successful outcome of
the software development project.
Did does working on the software project interfere with your other duties?
Not at all
6%
Very Much
22%
Not so much
Quite a bit 50%
22%
Figure 5: Interference to business caused by the software project.
The above results, show why managers might not select their best staff to be committed to
work with the software practitioners throughout the software project life cycle. Such a conflict of
interests makes the analysts job much more difficult. We found that the requirements committee
members are often people of authority, with limited contact with the low-level tasks of the
business. These low-level tasks are often the tasks that need to be computerised.
Informal Communication
Organisations are, traditionally, described in terms of an Organisational chart. This is often the
first thing handed out to anyone inquiring about the structure of the organisation. However, many
important power and communication relationships are not represented in the organisational chart.
Mintzberg [1979] makes an analogy between the organisational chart and a road map, where the
map is invaluable for finding towns and their connecting roads, but it tells us nothing about the
economic or social relationships between the regions. Although, very useful in terms of providing
information about formal authority and the division of organisational units, the organisational chart
does not tell us anything about the informal relationships that exist in every organisation.
During the interviews that we conducted with practitioners, they outlined many difficulties that
are caused by unexpected interactions between elements of the system, be it software modules or
humans. In spite of the time and effort spent on studying organisational structures and the flow of
power and information through them, our subjects admit that they.can never ,aa_o_r for all
possible interactions and often have to backtrack as a result of discovering a new remuo line of
communication that has to be incorporated into the system. These interactions are often too
complex to be traced or regulated.
Informal communication is based on friendships, common interests and special co-operative
relations creating channels through which information flows easily and perhaps taking shortcuts.
On the other hand, such informal communication channels can be destroyed by rivalries and
animosities, which can discourage co-operation and affect the normal flow of information.
However, there is no specific support for informal communication within the organisational
settings for software projects especially at the early phase of RE where analysts and their clients, in
many cases, meet for the first time.
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How do/did you exchange information with the software development team?
Formal Face to face
meetings30% discussions
Telephone _ ,_conversations _
12% U_ng
documents23%
Figure 6: Methods in which endusers exchange information with analysts.
Gotel and Finkelstein [1994] found that practitioners attach extreme importance to personal
contact and informal communication. We found that informal communications such as 'telephone
conversations' are the least used method in exchanging information between the two communities
(see results in figure 6). On the other hand, face-to-face discussion are widely used in spite of their
higher cost. The lack of alternative interactive support for such informal communication forces
analysts to resort to expensive and time consuming discussions and meetings.
3.4 The missing link
The inability to trace the human sources of actual requirements and their related information is
identified as the crux of the requirements traceability problem [Gotel and Finkelstein 1994].
Requirements Traceability is vital for all phases of the software development cycle to aid reasoning
about requirements and justify changes. Our study showed that the traceability problem is
particularly serious in the later stages of requirements engineering (e.g. requirements review) and
in cases when new requirements are introduced late in the project life cycle.
In order to check that newly introduced requirements do not conflict with existing
requirements, it is often necessary to re-establish communication with the human sources of
How do you establish traceability and responsibility for requirements?
Requirements
are linkedto
individual
sourcesby name
15%
Requirements
are linkedto job
titlesoftheir
sources15%
Requirements
are linkedto
usergroupsand
departments
70%
Fl_qzre 7: Links that software practitioners use to trace requirements sources.
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existing requirements. This is particularly problematic, because by this time the analysts may have
reduced, or even halted, contact with the end-users of this software and may even have started
working on a new project, while their programmers get on with later phases of this project. Figure
7 presents the linksthatpractitionersuse in order to establishrequirements traceabilityto the
requirementssources.
We can see from the above results that most analysts link the requirements only very generally
to user groups and deparmaents, which means that traceability is not direct. Only 15% linked the
requirements to their individual source.s by name, which means that those source can be traced
directly if nen_sary. The link to job titles might sound like a good idea, but it does not work in
dynamic organisations where people move between jobs and even move between organisations.
There are growing numbers of specialised tools that support requirements traceability, but
their use is not widespread. Requirements traceability problems are still cited by practitioners who
do not use such tools [Gotel and Finkelstein 1994]. In fact, none of the practitioners we
interviewed used requirements traceability specialised tools, and those who used the more general
CASE tools were not able to see any major improvements in requirements traceability. This is due
to the constraints imposed by many of the CASE tools, the time and effort put into following their
strict methodologies, and their limited support for the early stages of requirements specification.
Rationales of design decisions are rooted in the requirements specification. Many design
decisions involve la'ade offs between competing requirements. The decision taken might not be the
best solution, instead it may be an acceptable one for parties. Information about theses decisions
and the rationales behind them is crucial for the later phases of the software development
particularly the maintenance phase. However, because of the limitations of the conventional
software engineering methodologies and notations many design rationales go unrecorded. Our
observations during interviews showed that some developers do actually keep some kind of
traceability for the rationales behind some of the features in the solution product rather than
rationalesbehindtheoriginaluserrequirements.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
There are a number of pitfalls in laying to make effective use of restricted communication channels.
One of the dangers is that each community interprets things in the light of their own background
assumptions. This is especially problematic with non-interactive communication, such as
specification documents, where there is no opportunity to check that the reader has interpreted them
as was intended. McDermid [1993] points out a fundamental problem to do with the
communication of abstract concepts, in that requirements specifications "document what it is that
the analyst thought it was that the problem owner said he thought he might want". The
uncertainties that McDermid describes propagate and multiply at each exchange of information.
Robinson and Bannon [1991] use the term "Ontological Drift" to describe the change in meaning of
abstract terms as they are passed between different communities.
In this paper we noted that documents are a poor substitute for interpersonal communication.
This we attributed to the inherent restrictions of the available notations. While we appreciate the
role of meetings such as design reviews in clarifying ambiguities and resolving conflicts in the
specification documents, we feel that more can be done to make these documents into a more
effective means of communication. A pressing and practical problem is to fred-out more about the
comrnunicationalweaknesses of currentnotationsand methods so we can aoccxa3modatefortheir
weaknesses. For each concern, we need to determine what types of question thatconcern may
wish tomake of a descriptionproduced in a notation.This can onlybe achieved by observingthe
meetings and conversationsin which descriptionsare referredto.For such researchto succeed,
software professionalsmust be willingto co-operateand allow researchersto learnfrom their
practical experiences.
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There is, and there will always be, what we can call an informal organisation within the formal
organisation that is represented by the organisational chart. Software professionals need to
accommodate such an organisation in their project management and planing. They need to identify
the different categories of communication; regulated, unregulated, formal, informal, interpersonal,
internal to the project, external and so on. Informal communications need to be encouraged
between all stakeholders. Software practitioners need to invest time in establishing direct and
informal contact with endusers. However, much research is needed before support for such
infomaal communication activities can be integrated into CASE tools.
The results described in this paper showed that organisational and social issues have great
influence on the effectiveness of communication activities and therefore on the overall success or
failure of the requirements engineering process. Such effects start with restricting the selection of
client representatives and often propagate throughout the software project life cycle. The study has
also showed that in general endusers have little or no influence on the choice of methods and
notations in which their requirements are represented and consequently find the notations used by
software practitioners difficult to understand and validate. Software practitioners have reported this
communication problem and they normally deal with it through a combination of face-to-face
explanations and natural language annotations of the notations rather than choosing notations that
are readable to their clients.
In general, the findings presented here provide an insight for future research into the
communicational and organisational aspects of software development. The practical implications of
theses findings include: indicating where and how organisational power is used, outlining the
extent to which software practitioners rely on documents as the main communication medium,
revealing the dangers of the technical gap between the two main communities and presenting
informal ccmamunications as the means for bridging that gap.
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